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I am distressed by the sight of poverty; I am bene�ted by its alleviation; but I
am bene�ted equally whether I or someone else pays for its alleviation (Milton
Friedman, �Capitalism and Freedom�, 1962, page 191)

1 Introduction

People care about poverty out of altruism (i.e., genuine concern for others�well-being) and
self-interest, because they fear for their security, health, and property. To the same extent
that domestic poverty alleviation has the dimension of a domestic public good, international
poverty alleviation has the dimension of an international public good. Whenever a given
country increases its foreign aid to one of the countries where many of the world�s poor live,
this generates a positive externality for all those in the world, individuals and governments,
who care about international poverty reduction (assuming foreign aid is e¤ective at reducing
global poverty). Whenever a given country chooses to �let their people come� (Pritchett,
2006), increasing the number of immigration visas granted to nationals of one of the countries
where many of the world poor live, this generates a positive externality for all those who
care about international poverty reduction (to the extent that international migration is
e¤ective at reducing global poverty). In both cases and given the public good nature of
poverty alleviation, free riding is likely to prevail and result in global under-provision of
foreign aid, debt relief programs, and immigration visas. While the international community
has established international organizations and set up institutions to coordinate foreign aid
and debt relief e¤orts, no such institutional setting exists for international migration.
In reality, high-income countries quite often restrict immigration of poor people from poor

countries due to its apparently unbearable social and political costs. However these costs are
never measured and made comparable across countries. This paper shows theoretically that
a system of tradable immigration quotas (TIQs), coupled with a matching mechanism taking
the migrants�preferences into account, can elicit information revelation on both the migrants
and host countries sides and generate substantial welfare gains for all the parties involved.
The matching component is essential because, in contrast to pollution particles � a well-
know application of tradable quotas �, people have preferences over their location. Taking
these preferences into account, however, creates opportunities for strategic behavior that may
undermine the e¢ ciency of the proposed system, as discussed and addressed in Section 2.
Finally, the feasibility of this system is evaluated in Section 3 against the background of two
relatively small-scale applications: a market for the resettlement of international refugees
(including climate change refugees), and an extension of the US diversity lottery program
to more receiving countries and other targeted migrant populations. Both applications allow
for considerable experimentation and learning and are seen as possible precursors to a larger
implementation of a TIQs system.
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1.1 Going for the real gains

Globalization is quite advanced for goods and capital but still very imperfect for low-skill
labor mobility. Partly due to this asymmetry in the extents of globalization at di¤erent
margins, the potential gains from even a small liberalization of international migration are
orders of magnitude higher than, say, a full liberalization of trade in goods and services, a
comprehensive full debt relief program, or a doubling of o¢ cial development aid (Pritchett,
2006, 2010). For example, a recent World Bank study (Walmsley, Winters and Ahmed,
2009) develops a bilateral migration model to simulate the welfare gains from an increase in
South-North migration representing 3 percent of the labor force in the receiving countries and
being served by workers from developing countries in proportion to their traditional supplies
to each developed economy; according to their computations, this modest liberalization of
international migration would increase global GDP by US$ 288 billion, a surplus shared more
or less equally between the migrants, home country residents and host country residents
thanks to the induced remittances. This is to be compared to a previous study by the same
authors where a full liberalization of trade would increase world output by just 65 billion.
In the words of Rodrik (2007, p. 240), allowing for more international mobility of workers
today is really �going for the real gains�.
However, the above �gures are silent with respect to the poverty-reduction e¤ect of

international migration because they do not inform us on its distributional impact across
and within developing countries. Recent micro literature, however, reveals that this impact
is substantial both directly (i.e., through the extraction of migrants out of poverty) and
indirectly, through the developmental impact of migration on source countries.
The main di¢ culty in measuring the income gains accruing to migrants as a result of

migration is to produce sensible counterfactuals of domestic earnings for migrants, accounting
not just for their observable characteristics but also for unobservables such as motivation
at work, attitudes toward risk, cognitive ability, etc. McKenzie, Gibson and Stillman (2010)
use the New Zealand migration lottery program to �clean�income gains for migrants from
such self-selection e¤ects. Comparing lottery-winning migrants to lottery-losing non-migrants
they �nd migration increases migrants�earnings by a factor of four (from NZ$ 104 to 424 for
weekly wages). This is consistent with the non-experimental results of Clemens, Montenegro
and Pritchett (2008) who compare workers in developing countries to workers from the
same countries working in the United States. After controlling for workers�characteristics,
migration is found to raise real wages by 200 percent, 250 percent and 680 percent respectively
for Guatemalans, Filipinos and Haitians. These income gains would seem to exceed the
potential gains of any in situ development policy by orders of magnitude. For example, they
calculate that the total present value of access to a lifetime of micro-credit is equivalent
to the wage di¤erence of just four weeks work of the same worker in the USA versus in
Bangladesh, or that the present value of a lifetime wage increment of one additional year
of schooling (obtained at no cost) is equivalent to 11 weeks work of the same worker in the
USA versus in Bolivia.
Are we certain, however, that making migrant workers richer e¤ectively contributes to

reduce poverty at the world level? The e¤ects of migration on poverty reduction through
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the direct extraction of migrants out of poverty are maybe best illustrated using �gures put
together by Clemens and Pritchett (2008) using three poverty standards at US$1, 2 and
10 per day (in PPP). Respectively 50, 75 and 93 percent of all Haitian �naturals�(people
born in Haiti) live below the $1, 2 and 10 poverty lines. Out of the 25 percent of all Haitians
between the �rst two lines, 26 percent are US immigrants. Out of the 18 percent between the
last two lines, 82 percent are US immigrants. By the latter measure, among the 56 percent
of all Mexicans between the last two lines, 43 percent are US immigrants. While it would be
an abuse of language to interpret these �gures as indicative of the share of people escaping
poverty thanks to migration, they are clearly suggestive of large direct e¤ects of migration
on poverty reduction. In addition, these �gures may be seen as conservative. For example,
in the case of Mexico, they neglect the induced e¤ects of migration on poverty through in-
creased wages for low-skill workers (Mishra, 2007), consumption of remittance income, and
the fact that there is evidence of negative selection into migration both on observables and
unobservables, meaning that migrants would on average earn less in Mexico if they had
not migrated than those who did not migrate (Fernández-Huertas Moraga, 2011). More
generally, we know that while migrants initially come from the middle of the income and
wealth distribution, network and other dynamic e¤ects act to reduce migration costs, mak-
ing migration a¤ordable for people down on the income ladder. This generates poverty and
inequality reducing e¤ects both directly, through migrants�self-selection patterns, and indi-
rectly, through general equilibrium e¤ects and distributional e¤ects of remittances gradually
reaching poorer households (McKenzie and Rapoport, 2007, 2010, Shen et al., 2010).

1.2 Visas, Not Aid! Alternative strategies of international poverty
reduction

The international community (supported by public opinions in Western countries) commonly
supports poor countries at political, economic, and environmental risk, or sub-sets of their
populations displaced by civil war, ethnic con�ict and natural disasters, through emergency
aid. Similarly, the growth and development prospects of poor countries are supported through
development aid, debt relief programs, and in situ development projects. Since the late 1960s,
however, the slogan �trade, not aid� has symbolized developing countries� aspirations to
trade aid for better access to rich countries�markets. A �visas, not aid�slogan may well gain
momentum and convey the idea that aid could be traded, at least partly, for better access
to rich countries labor markets.
The idea that visas can be used as part of an aid relief strategy �rst materialized when the

US Temporary Protected Status (TPS) mechanism, enacted in 1990, was applied to thou-
sands of Hondurans and Nicaraguans in the aftermath of Hurricane Mitch in 1998 (UNHCR,
2009). TPS was also granted to illegal Salvadorian immigrants following the earthquakes
that devastated El Salvador in 2001. Interestingly, the decision was made by then President
George W. Bush at the explicit request of his Salvadorian counterpart, Fransisco Flores,
during a White House meeting. The status allowed 150,000 undocumented Salvadorians to
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legally remain in the United States for eighteen months.1 More recently, TPS was also granted
to tens of thousands of illegal Haitians immigrants following the earthquake in Haiti in 2010.
Can visas be also used to promote long-run growth, either as complements or substitutes

to development aid? A look at the global comparative �gures on aid and remittances sug-
gests a positive answer. O¢ cially recorded remittances to developing countries have more
than tripled over the last decade, rising from US$57 billion in 1995 to US$85 billion in
2000 and US$328 billion in 2008.2 While in 1995 remittances and o¢ cial development aid
were of comparable size, by 2008 remittances had tripled the size of foreign aid. Moreover,
remittances have been celebrated as a more e¤ective source of foreign exchange for devel-
opment and poverty alleviation thanks to its private, highly decentralized nature, and to
migrants�comparative advantage in targeting recipients.3 As noted above, migration and
the induced remittances have been a powerful force in the �ght against global poverty while
the contribution of foreign aid to poverty reduction is at best controversial (Easterly, 2001).
Our main point, however, is elsewhere. To the same extent that the international commu-

nity has called repeatedly for the rich nations to contribute to development aid and assistance
on a fair basis, often setting quantitative objectives such as �0.7 percent of GDP�, one may
ask whether some countries contribute more than others to development and global poverty
reduction through their welcoming more immigrants from poor countries. As can be seen
from Table 1, on average the OECD high-income countries contributed 0.2 percent of their
GDP to foreign aid in 2000. The only countries which approach or reach the one percent
mark are Denmark, Luxembourg, Netherlands, Norway and Sweden. The United States, on
the other hand, contributed just 0.1 percent of its GDP to ODA in 2000, one of the lowest
�gures among countries with comparable GDP per capita. However, the US, with a GDP
representing two �fths of the total GDP of OECD high-income countries in 2000 was host to
45 percent of the non-tertiary educated immigrants from Low-Income Countries in 2000 and
received more than 51 percent of the �ow of immigrants from these countries between 1990
and 2000. Countries such as Australia, Canada, Iceland or the UK welcomed more than
twice as many non-tertiary educated immigrants from poor countries as what an allocation
according to GDP shares would predict, and conversely for countries such as Australia, Ire-
land, Japan or Luxemburg (less than 50 percent). The most extreme case is that of Japan,
with respectively 19, 25 and 3 percent of the group�s output, ODA and stock of immigrants
from low-income countries.

1President Bush was quoted saying: �This will allow them to continue to work here and to remit some
of their wages back home to support El Salvador�s recovery e¤orts.� The New York Times, March 3, 2001.

2The recent economic crisis resulted in a decline in remittances of about 5 percent in 2009, though 2010
saw a rebound by about the same amount.

3See World Bank (2006). See also Rapoport and Docquier (2006) for a survey of the literature on migrants�
remittances.
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Table 1: OECD high-income countries�respective contribution to Foreign Aid
and to low-skill immigration from Low Income Countries.

Countries

GDP
per
capita
in
2000

(US=100)

GDP
in
2000
(%)

ODA
in
2000
(%)

Low-skill
Migrant
Stock

from LICs
in 2000
(%)

Low-skill
Net �ow
from
LICs

1990-2000
(%)

ODA
share/
GDP
share

Migration
stock
share/
GDP
share

Australia 61 1.7 1.9 4.3 5.6 1.1 2.5
Austria 69 0.8 0.8 0.1 0.3 1.0 0.2
Belgium 65 1.0 1.5 1.6 0.2 1.6 1.7
Canada 68 3.0 3.2 6.4 5.7 1.1 2.1
Denmark 87 0.7 3.1 0.7 1.2 4.7 1.0
Finland 68 0.5 0.7 0.2 0.5 1.4 0.4
France 63 5.5 7.5 10.3 5.9 1.4 1.9
Germany 67 7.9 9.4 3.9 3.3 1.2 0.5
Greece 33 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.0 0.8 0.5
Iceland 89 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.1 0.4 2.1
Ireland 73 0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1 1.1 0.1
Italy 56 4.6 2.6 2.6 2.8 0.6 0.6
Japan 106 19.4 25.1 3.1 2.6 1.3 0.2
Luxembourg 134 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0 2.7 0.3
Netherlands 70 1.6 5.9 1.9 1.7 3.7 1.2
New Zealand 38 0.2 0.2 0.4 0.5 1.0 1.8
Norway 108 0.7 2.3 0.7 0.9 3.4 1.0
Portugal 32 0.5 0.5 0.6 1.0 1.1 1.2
Spain 42 2.4 2.3 1.2 1.7 0.9 0.5
Sweden 80 1.0 3.3 1.2 1.8 3.3 1.2
Switzerland 101 1.0 1.6 0.9 0.7 1.6 0.8
UK 73 6.1 8.5 14.9 12.2 1.4 2.4
USA 100 40.5 18.5 44.7 51.2 0.5 1.1

Sum 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Total $24 tr. $54 bi. 2.5 mi. 1 mi.
Source WDI WDI OECD DM DM
Notes: The Docquier and Marfouk (2006) data refer to immigrants aged 25 and older.
Low income countries are de�ned according to the World Bank classi�cation.
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1.3 Related literature

A case can thus be made that i) there is a global under-provision of immigration visas to
the rich countries and ii) the current contributions to global poverty alleviation through the
provision of immigration visas are not shared �fairly� (i.e., some countries are home to a
substantial number of international migrants originating from poor countries while others are
virtually closed to such immigration). Restrictive immigration policies are often justi�ed by
non-economic costs such as threats to social cohesion and national identity, which translate
into negative attitudes toward immigration and constitute a political barrier to freer labor
mobility (Mayda, 2008; Facchini and Mayda, 2008; Hanson, Scheve and Slaughter, 2007;
O�Rourke and Sinnott, 2006).4 Di¤erences in the perceived costs from immigration across
countries may come from di¤erent demographic structures (e.g., dependency ratios), histories
of previous immigration, or inherited preferences for ethnic, religious and cultural diversity.
We do not dispute these preferences and take them as given. While a TIQs system would
likely result in less open (more xenophobic) countries compensating immigration-friendly
ones for their higher direct contribution to international poverty reduction through immi-
gration, the rationale for such a system is purely an e¢ ciency one, not a preference building
(or rewarding) one, the essence of the argument being about information revelation on the
true costs and bene�ts of letting more migrants in.5 We also note that di¤erences in prefer-
ences over immigration policy, as well as other causes for divergence in the perceived costs
of immigration across countries are a source of comparative advantage for some countries
in hosting immigrants. A system of tradable immigration quotas creates an opportunity to
exploit such comparative advantage.
To the best of our knowledge, the idea of tradable immigration quotas was �rst discussed

in the case of refugees by scholars in the �eld of international law (Schuck, 1997, Hathaway
and Neve, 1997). De la Croix and Gosseries (2007) mention the possibility of tradable migra-
tion quotas for unskilled migrants. However they do not model the idea formally, consider
temporary migration only, and couple this proposal with a source country market for emi-
gration rights among skilled migrants, which they see as an alternative to a Bhagwati tax.
Similarly, Pritchett (2006) discusses a number of variants of guest-worker programs, where
migration is temporary and workers have no political rights (this is not �immigration�as
there is no prospect for a full, long-term integration).
The closest related paper is certainly De la Croix and Docquier (2010), who also stress

that a higher level of low-skill immigration than what is currently observed would contribute
to reduce world poverty, and propose a tax-subsidy scheme to encourage rich countries to
accept more low-skill immigrants than they would unilaterally admit in a way that ensures
voluntary participation in the scheme. The tax would consist of contributions to a global
fund that would then be refunded through a subsidy as countries accept more immigrants.
Their focus is on participation constraints to ensure the political feasibility of their proposal.

4On the economic costs, see Hanson (2009).
5From a dynamic perspective however, one can also envision that once the consequences of xenophobic

preferences are internalized, people may have incentives to become less xenophobic.
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However, political feasibility crucially hinges on a correct determination of the appropriate
tax and subsidy levels, for which the informational requirements of their model might seem
excessive. For example, in the quantitative assessment of the model, they ask participating
countries for contributions to the global migration fund in a range going from 0.1 to 0.2
percent of GDP that countries would recover if the tax and subsidy levels are correctly
designed but could generate big losses on particular countries otherwise.
The mechanism proposed in this paper is less demanding in terms of informational re-

quirements since the revelation of the true net costs of migration that countries face is
precisely one of its main objectives. It may equally apply to temporary, humanitarian or
permanent economic migration. Di¤erently from De la Croix and Docquier (2010), we ini-
tially leave participation constraints outside of the model. However, our model can satisfy
participation constraints through the manipulation of initial quotas (see Appendix A); this
requires knowledge about the net cost of migration for all the countries involved, an informa-
tion which is unknown ex-ante (but can be revealed over time through the market). Another
e¢ ciency advantage of the mechanism we propose it that it takes into account the fact that
migrants have preferences over locations, something that has been ignored by previous lit-
erature. While we do not strive for a �rst best solution, the proposed mechanism ensures a
cost-minimizing way of attaining a higher, Pareto-improving level of low-skill immigration
from developing countries than what is currently observed. Political feasibility, on the other
hand, is a likely by-product of the incrementalist approach we advocate; indeed, the initial
small-scale applications we envision should allow for considerable learning and for gradual
extensions of the mechanism over time.

2 The Model

2.1 TIQs with homogenous agents

We start by assuming that each individual country i faces a decision about the number of
immigrants (mi) to let in and that the net cost of receiving these immigrants is described
by a cost function ci (mi). The cost function is a reduced form taking into account diverse
components such as the direct cost of receiving immigrants, administrative costs of processing
their visa applications, social costs inherent to possible con�icts with the local population,
political costs associated with xenophobic sentiments, as well as all the economic and social
cost and bene�ts that migrants may bring about (e.g., the immigration surplus, immigrants�
net �scal contribution, and the value for country i of its contribution to reducing global
poverty by receiving mi immigrants). It is assumed that ci (mi) is a convex di¤erentiable
function in the number of migrants with an interior positive minimum. Nothing is said about
the sign of the cost function to allow for the possibility that immigrants are considered either a
net burden (positive cost) or are positively valued (negative cost) by the destination country.
In this section we treat migrants as homogenous in the sense that we assume all potential
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immigrants to be indi¤erent between going to any of the N possible destination countries,6

an assumption that will be relaxed in Section 2.2. Another important assumption is that
destination countries can e¤ectively choose the number of immigrants they want. In this
sense, a destination country i would be solving the following maximization problem:

max
mi

gi (M�i)� ci (mi) (1)

where gi (�) captures the externality for country i from immigration to other rich countries
and M�i =

P
j 6=imj.7 The optimal solution is:

c0i
�
mNC
i

�
= 0 (2)

where NC stands for the non-cooperative solution. As explained in the previous section,
immigration to one country generates a positive externality for the other countries. Hence,
the non-cooperative equilibrium does not satisfy a general optimal level MGO. To see why
this is the case, consider the global optimal problem:

max
fmigNi=1

NX
i=1

[gi (M�i)� ci (mi)] (3)

The �rst order conditions are:

�c0i
�
mGO
i

�
+
X
j 6=i

g0j
�
MGO
�j
�
= 0 8i = 1:::N (4)

Since g0i (�) > 0, we have c0i
�
mGO
i

�
=
P

j 6=i g
0
j

�
MGO
�j
�
> 0 = c0i

�
mNC
i

�
and thus mGO

i >

mNC
i . The Nash solution (mNC

i ) clearly implies a lower level of migration than it is desirable
at the world level:8

MNC �
NX
i=1

mNC
i <

NX
i=1

mGO
i �MGO (5)

Assume now that N countries sign a multilateral agreement, or a central authority steps
in to coordinate these countries towards a higher level of total international migration M
(decided outside of the model) such that:

MNC < M < MGO

6Note that immigrants are also considered to be �homogeneous�from the point of view of the receiving
countries. The net cost of an immigrant can be interpreted as the expected net cost of a typical or average
migrant. We discuss this point in more detail in Section 2.2.

7Given that the externality is linked to the induced reduction of poverty at the world level, we assume
that g0i (�) > 0.

8For a more explicit modeling of the externality in the case of refugee protection, see Barbou des Places
and De¤ains (2004), Hatton (2004), Hatton and Williamson (2004) or Bubb, Kremer and Levine (2009). In
the case of immigration, see De la Croix and Docquier (2010).
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That is, the agreement would go part of the way towards achieving an optimal global
level of international migration.
The problem that must be solved by this central authority can be stated as:

max
fmigNi=1

NX
i=1

[gi (M�i)� ci (mi)] (6)

s:t:
NX
i=1

mi �M

The �rst order conditions are:

�c0i (mcm
i ) +

X
j 6=i

g0j
�
M cm
�j
�
+ � = 0 8i = 1:::N (7)

where � is the multiplier associated to the constraint. It must also be true that:

�

 
M �

NX
i=1

mcm
i

!
= 0 (8)

Since g0i (�) > 0 and the multiplier associated to the constraint � � 0, we know as
before that c0i (m

cm
i ) =

P
j 6=i g

0
j

�
M cm
�j
�
+ � > 0 = c0i

�
mNC
i

�
so that mcm

i > mNC
i andPN

i=1m
cm
i > MNC .

Since
PN

i=1m
NC
i =MNC < M , we can then be sure that � > 0, so that:

M =
NX
i=1

mcm
i (9)

The optimal solution for this constrained maximization problem equates the marginal
cost of accepting one additional immigrant (c0i (m

cm
i )) for a given number of immigrants

M to the shadow price of increasing the size of the program (�) plus the sum of the wel-
fare gains obtained elsewhere when country i decides to accept one additional immigrant
(
P

j 6=i g
0
j

�
M cm
�j
�
). If we assume that these welfare gains are common to all participating

countries (for example, take gi (M�i) = �M�i), the optimal solution for this constrained
maximization problem will completely equalize marginal costs across destination countries.
In the linear example, the solution would be: c0i (m

cm
i ) = (N � 1) � + � � �.

Let us now assume that the above solution is implemented by creating a market for
immigration quotas that would open for a limited time, after which immigrants receive visas
for their �nal destinations. Under this system, each country is assigned an initial quota of
immigrants mi0 that can then be traded in a market in which the price for accepting one
additional immigrant will be represented by p.9 The initial distribution of quotas must be

9The notion of paying a price to avoid migration might not appear very attractive politically. This can
easily be circumvented by wording the proposal so that countries have two means for contributing to poverty
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agreed upon by the countries participating in the multilateral agreement or established by
a central authority and be such that:

M =
NX
i=1

mi0 (10)

It is assumed that the cost functions are expressed in monetary units and that the market
is competitive so that all countries behave as price-takers.10 The problem that each country
must solve in this case is:

min
mi

ci (mi)� p (mi �mi0) (11)

If the market is competitive, the �rst order condition will be:

c0i
�
mM
i

�
= p (12)

The marginal costs of accepting one additional immigrant will then be equalized through
the market. In addition, the market must clear:

M =
NX
i=1

mi0 =
NX
i=1

mM
i (13)

The market solution will be e¢ cient (mM
i = mcm

i ) as long as it can be proved that p = �.
To see that this is the case, suppose p 6= �. There are two possibilities then:

� p < �. From the �rst order conditions in both problems, this implies: c0i
�
mM
i

�
<

c0i (m
cm
i ) so that m

M
i < mcm

i for all i because of the convexity of ci (mi). But then
M =

PN
i=1m

M
i <

PN
i=1m

cm
i , a contradiction.

� p > �. Following the same reasoning, this implies mM
i > mcm

i for all i so that
M =

PN
i=1m

M
i >

PN
i=1m

cm
i =M; contradicting the solution to the constrained maxi-

mization problem.

It is clear, therefore, that a TIQs system is able to replicate the constrained maximization
solution and that the initial distribution of quotas only has redistributive consequences as
long as the market is competitive.
A natural question that arises is why the market should be used to solve the externality

problem instead of any other mechanism such as taxation. The answer follows the reasoning
of Baumol and Oates (1995). The market for tradable quotas and an appropriate Pigouvian
tax/subsidy are equivalent in an environment of perfect certainty. However, if we assume

reduction through immigration: bidding visas, or bidding money to fund the settlement of immigrants in
third countries.
10We discuss the possibility of manipulation of prices by big players in our applications. We follow Casella

(1999) in arguing for a market design that alleviates these concerns.
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that the cost functions of individual countries are only known to the countries themselves, the
market for tradable quotas is superior to a Pigouvian tax/subsidy since the tax would only
ensure a certain level of marginal cost whereas the market makes sure that the �nal objective
(i.e., achieving the agreed upon number of immigrants M) is attained.11 From a Coasian
perspective (Coase, 1960), we must also assume that transaction costs (e.g., negotiation costs,
the costs of setting a bureaucratic apparatus in charge of implementing the mechanism) are
su¢ ciently low, which is quite realistic given the huge potential welfare gains detailed in
section 1.

2.2 Taking Migrants�Preferences into Account

So far we have assumed that an international agency (or a multilateral agreement) determines
that M immigrants must be distributed among N countries who agreed to host them in
proportion of some pre-determined tradable quotas. At this point, we have a sequence�
mM
i

	N
i=1

of immigrant assignments for each of the potential destination countries. The
problem is now to assign indivisible items (rights for a migrant to enter a given destination
country, or �visas�) to agents (migrants) taking into account the preferences of the latter. In
this sense, the problem is exactly analogous to assigning houses to tenants (Abdulkadiroglu
and Sonmez, 1999).
The solution proposed by Abdulkadiroglu and Sonmez (1999) is the use of the top trading

cycles mechanism, which in our case where no immigrant has previous rights to enter a
particular country, is equivalent to a random serial dictatorship.12 The application of the
top trading cycles mechanism to the problem at hand would work as follows:

1. Each immigrant ranks all potential destination countries, specifying those to which she
would not want to go at all.

2. An ordering of immigrants is randomly chosen from a given distribution of orderings.

3. For any given ranking of countries done by the immigrants and ordering of immigrants,
assign the �rst immigrant her �rst choice, the second immigrant her �rst choice and so
on until an immigrant chooses �rst a country whose quota is �lled. In that case, assign
that immigrant her second choice or, if that one is also �lled, her third choice and
so on. If all the quotas are �lled for the countries for which the immigrant would be
willing to go, that particular immigrant is taken out of the mechanism and substituted
for another one initially out of the total number M .

The described mechanism is individually rational as it ensures every eventual immigrant a
visa that is at least as good as the possibility of staying in her original country (participation

11According to Weitzman�s (1974) terminology, the marginal bene�t of the externality is perfectly inelastic
so that the quantitative restriction (the market) is preferred over the price restriction (Pigouvian tax).
12See however Appendix B for an application to refugees�resettlement where migrants have pe-existing

rights.
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constraint). It is also incentive compatible (no immigrant has an incentive to misrepresent
her preferences whatever the strategies others use) and Pareto e¢ cient in the sense that
there is no possibility for immigrants to bene�t from a mutual exchange of assigned visas.13

If such a matching mechanism is introduced, the problem that a central authority would
need to solve in order to minimize the total costs of distributing M migrants over N desti-
nation countries is completely equivalent to the simple maximization model of the previous
section. The solution would just equalize the marginal costs of accepting an additional
immigrant across countries.
A potential di¢ culty arises if one of the N participating destination countries is such an

undesirable destination that none of the potential immigrants willing to apply for a visa would
consider going there. In such a case, equation (9) would no longer be veri�ed. Notwithstand-
ing this di¢ culty (that will be addressed at the end of this section), the planner�s problem
once the above-described matching mechanism is introduced becomes:

min
fmigNi=1

NX
i=1

ci (m
�
i ) (14)

s:t:
NX
i=1

mi � M

m�
i = Fi (m1;m2; :::;mN) 8i = 1:::N

The last set of constraints embeds the matching mechanism. The sequence fFigNi=1 of
functions Fi : [0;M ]

N ! [0;M ] transforms an allocation of visas fmigNi=1 decided by the
central planner as if countries were homogenous from the migrants�perspective into another
allocation fm�

i g
N
i=1 that does take into account migrants�preferences through the matching

mechanism. Since it will always be the case that m�
i � mi, as discussed above, this implies

that
PN

i=1m
�
i �M .

The functions in the sequence fFigNi=1 can be approximated by di¤erentiable functions,
for example, by interpolating a polynomial that will take exactly the same values where the
matching function is de�ned. In such a case, the solution to the total minimum cost problem
above can be obtained from the following �rst order conditions:

NX
j=1

@Fj
@mi

c0j
�
m�
j

�
� � = 0 8i = 1:::N (15)

13This is only correct ex ante. Indeed, once �nal destinations (assignments) are known, it could well be that
two migrants would like to trade places, for example relatives who prefer to be together in a less preferred
destination than alone in a more preferred one. In practice, more complex matching mechanisms, such as
those described by Roth (2002), could be adopted to prevent families from being divided into di¤erent
destination countries.
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where � is the multiplier associated with the �rst constraint. The solution to this problem
is less intuitive and it does no longer guarantee the equalization of marginal costs across
countries unless m�

i = m
TMC
i , which can follow from:

@Fj
@mi

= 0 8i 6= j (16)

@Fi
@mi

= 1 (17)

We now ask whether the introduction of a matching mechanism taking migrants�pref-
erences into account a¤ects the ability of a TIQs system to replicate the solution to the
total minimum cost problem. In order to answer this question, we look at the problem a
representative country i would face:

min
mi

ci (m
�
i )� p (m�

i �mi0) (18)

s:t: m�
i = Fi (m1;m2; :::;mN)

The �rst order condition associated with this problem is:

@Fi
@mi

(c0i (m
�
i )� p) = 0 (19)

It is clear that at least one of the competitive solutions (c0i (m
�
i ) = p) would replicate

the total minimum cost solution when there are no countries to which no migrants would
be willing to go. However, what happens if there are countries to which no migrants want
to go? The matching mechanism establishes an implicit penalty for those countries that are
not attractive to migrants. The key is that countries pay depending on the �nal outcome
of the matching mechanism m�

i rather than on the buying and selling decisions adopted in
the market mi. In other words, their objective function is ci (m�

i ) � p (m�
i �mi0) rather

than ci (m�
i )� p (mi �mi0). This generates a penalty for countries that become undesirable

destinations.14

To see this more clearly, specify the functions Fi (m1;m2; :::;mN) as:

m�
j = Fj (m1;m2; :::;mN) = mj 8j 6= i

m�
i = Fi (m1;m2; :::;mN) = mi if mi � �mi (20)

= �mi otherwise

The interpretation is that only �mi individuals in the world are willing to go to country i
even as a last resort.
14As a practical matter, this penalty could be collected by the institution or as part of the multilateral

aggreement setting up the market.
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First, suppose country i cannot a¤ect �mi, the solution would then be characterized by
the following �rst order conditions:

c0i
�
mM
i

�
= p if mM

i � �mi (21)

mM
i = �mi otherwise

Of course, the second solution is the interesting one. It must be noted that, with mM
i =

�mi, we will have c0i ( �mi) < p.
If country i were able to manipulate �mi, it would try to increase it to the point where

the marginal cost equates the price. It would have no incentive to decrease its attractiveness
as a destination for migrants since it would then have to pay for closing its door to those
migrants. If anything, a country that is not attractive to migrants would have incentives to
become more attractive so as to be able to equate its marginal cost to the market price.
The reason is that countries are compensated for the immigrants they actually re-

ceive rather than for those they demand to receive in the market. To make things sim-
ple, suppose that a country receives an initial quota mi0 such that c0i (mi0) = p. For
that country, it makes no sense to buy or sell in the market. But now suppose that
mi0 > �mi. If countries were compensated according to market outcomes, country i�s cost
would be ci ( �mi) � p (mi0 �mi0) = ci ( �mi). Because of the penalty, country i�s cost is
ci ( �mi) � p ( �mi �mi0) > ci ( �mi). The quantity p (mi0 � �mi) would be the penalty for not
complying with the number of migrants that the country was supposed to take. It is easy to
see that this result extends to any case in which the result from the market is greater than
the number of migrants who would actually be willing to go to country i: mi > �mi. It is also
clear that the penalty remains implicit as long as countries have perfect knowledge about
�mi (see the solution to the problem above). As will be seen in the applications, this is not
an extreme assumption since we can consider that the preferences of refugees or migrants
are collected before the market opens. As a way to prevent price manipulations we can even
consider restricting market participants to bid up to �mi.
Finally, countries may also have preferences over the types of migrants they receive. In-

deed, our current formulation of the marginal cost function c0i (mi) can be interpreted as the
marginal cost over ex-ante identical immigrants. In principle, we could allow countries to
choose immigrants in the same way in which we allowed immigrants to choose destination
countries. In that case, the problem would be equivalent to a college admissions problem
(Gale and Shapley, 1962; Roth, 1985). However, there are several reasons why we treat
the issue of the immigrants�visas allocation as analogous to allocating tenants to houses
(Abdulkadiroglu and Sonmez, 1999) rather than students to colleges (i.e., we neglect the
preferences of the receiving party over who is coming). A �rst reason is purely technical
and is related to the impossibility of having a stable Pareto-e¢ cient matching mechanism in
which countries (colleges) reveal their preferences truthfully over the type of migrants they
want. As demonstrated by Roth (1985) in the context of college admissions, �there exists
no stable mechanism that makes it a dominant strategy for each school to state its prefer-
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ences over the students truthfully.�15 A second, more substantive reason is that neglecting
countries preferences is unlikely to be an important omission in practice. It could well be the
case that receiving countries have preferences over the ethnic, religious or national origins of
immigrants due to common linguistic or cultural characteristics and to shared histories (lead-
ing, for example, to the constitution of migration and diaspora networks); to a large extent
however, this tends to coincide with the migrants�preferences and to be re�ected in their
ranking of preferred destinations. Still, receiving countries do have preferences for skilled
individuals, or for individuals with speci�c skills. However, given the types of immigration we
are considering in this paper as possible applications for a TIQs system (political refugees,
climate change refugees, low-skill immigrants from poor countries), heterogeneity in skills
is unlikely to be an issue. On the whole, therefore, it seems reasonable to treat candidate
immigrants as essentially identical ex ante from the perspective of receiving countries.

3 Climate Change, Refugee Protection and Resettle-
ment

The idea of setting up a market for tradable immigration quotas was �rst advanced in the
context of refugees�protection and resettlement. This is not surprising as refugee protection
is a classical example of an international public good. In this section we �rst brie�y describe
the current refugee protection system and discuss why and how a system of tradable refugees�
resettlement quotas could represent a substantial improvement over the current situation.
We also discuss the case of climate change refugees, for which a TIQs system along the lines
described in Section 2 would seem particularly relevant.

3.1 Background

The Geneva Refugee Convention was adopted on 28 July 1951 (UNHCR, 1996). Its Article
1 de�nes a refugee as �a person who is outside his/her country of nationality or habitual
residence; has a well founded fear of persecution because of his/her race, religion, nationality,
membership in a particular social group or political opinion; and is unable or unwilling to
avail himself/herself of the protection of that country, or to return there for fear of persecu-
tion�. The 145 countries that signed the 1951 Geneva Convention and/or its extension in
the 1967 Protocol committed to admit any person satisfying the above criteria and asking
for asylum and to grant that person protection and basic human rights. The number of
international refugees as just de�ned has been relatively stable during the last decade at
about 10 million. This is in contrast to the number of Internally Displaced Persons (IDPs),
who now represent the bulk of the total �population of concern�to the United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees.
In its preamble, the Geneva Convention recognizes that �the grant of asylum may place

unduly heavy burdens on certain countries�and that �a satisfactory solution of a problem

15See also Sonmez and Unver (2010).
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of which the United Nations has recognized the international scope and nature cannot be
achieved without international cooperation�. Indeed, the �refugee burden� tends to falls
disproportionately on countries with low capacity to assume it, usually on countries which
are contiguous to the refugees�origin countries and serve as countries of �rst asylum (UN-
HCR, 2002). This is generally addressed through relief and emergency aid �nanced by the
international community. However, as time passes, many refugees often �nd themselves un-
able to return to their home country due to persistent political, economic or environmental
crisis. At the end of 2003, the UNHCR calculated that at least 6.2 million refugees could
be considered in �protracted refugee status�(UNHCR, 2004a).16 For this type of refugees,
resettlement appears as the main durable solution to their condition.
The current system of refugee protection is widely viewed as ine¢ cient and leading to

under-provision of refugee protection and asylum at the international level. One of the reasons
for this unsatisfactory outcome is that it has long been plagued by a �screening�problem,
that is, the di¢ culty for countries to distinguish between �genuine�refugees seeking asylum
and regular economic migrants. The inability to di¤erentiate between these two types of
migrants has repeatedly been put forward as justi�cation for tightening the refugee protection
policies, resulting in a race to the bottom in refugees�acceptance standards (Barbou des
Places and De¤ains, 2004, Hatton, 2004, Neumayer, 2004).17 This prompted proposals to
reform the 1951 Convention, notably during the 1990s when Schuck (1997) and Hathaway and
Neve (1997) came up with similar ideas. In the words of Schuck (1997), �the proposal consists
of two main elements. First, a group of states would (...) arrange for an existing or newly-
established international agency to assign to each participating state a refugee protection
quota. (...) Second, the participating states would then be permitted to trade their quotas
by paying others to ful�ll their obligations...�, that is, through bilateral exchange.
This section focuses on refugees�resettlement, where a tradable quotas system is probably

both most needed and feasible. Indeed, as noted by the UNHCR, �resettlement is an area
of activity where multilateral agreements between States have the potential to achieve a
signi�cant impact on solving protracted refugee situations and thereby facilitate solutions
for a greater number of refugees� (UNHCR, 2004b). We propose to consider refugees in
�protracted refugee status�as candidates to international resettlement to at least partially
solve the screening problem discussed above: receiving such status takes a long time and
would therefore be a very costly detour for obtaining refugee status unduly (see also Bubb,
Kremer and Levine, 2011). The potential for improvement over the current situation also
comes from the very low number of yearly international resettlements and the tremendous

16This measure only counted refugees in developing countries who had been in exile for �ve or more years
in refugee camps larger than 25,000. Thus it is likely to be an under-estimation of the total number of
refugees that could be considered in �protracted refugee status�.
17Host countries have complained that the �refugee door� is used by economic migrants as a way to

circumvent their restrictive migratory policies. As a result, they tighten their recognition of asylum seekers
by imposing even more restrictive policies and preventing access of people that the Geneva Convention would
recognize as refugees. This increases the direct burden on the neighboring countries of those who generate
refugee crises and lead to situations in which they even close their borders (for example, Tanzania during
the 1996 Rwanda refugee crisis).
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di¤erences in the contributions of the main stakeholders in this process. In terms of numbers,
there are only 100,000 refugees who are resettled on average each year while, as we have seen,
there are about 10 million international refugees, including 6 million with protracted status.
And in terms of the relocation of these refugees, their distribution across host countries is
strikingly unequal (see Table 2).

Table 2: Resettlement Arrivals of Refugees (2009).
Country of arrival Numbers
Argentina 30
Australia 11,080
Belgium 47
Brazil 33
Canada 12,457
Czech Republic 17
Denmark 433
Finland 724
Germany 2,069
Ireland 192
Luxembourg 28
Netherlands 369
New Zealand 727
Nicaragua 3
Norway 1,391
Sweden 1,936
United Kingdom 955
United States 79,937
TOTAL 112,442

Source: www.uhcr.org

3.2 Climate Change Refugees

A system of tradable refugees resettlement quotas would seem even more relevant in the case
of climate change refugees for at least three reasons. First, in the case of displacement due
to climate change, the need for refugee protection is unlikely to be temporary and requires
long-term solutions. Second, it is relatively easy in this case to determine who is entitled to
refugee protection. And third, the need for international resettlement is obvious in certain
circumstances such as the disappearance of some states, which is likely to happen to a number
of small island-states in the Paci�c and the Caribbean (Kelman, 2008).
Note however that the term �climate change refugee� is controversial (see Dun and

Gemenne, 2008; Stavropoulou, 2008; Barnett and Webber, 2010). For example, the UNHCR
limits the use of the term �climate change refugees�to population movements provoked by
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armed con�icts which may have a climate root (e.g., Darfur).18 However, in practice, the
UNHCR has often played a major role in the aftermath of natural disasters independently
of whether they were provoked by civil con�ict. This has been the case for the 2004 tsunami
in Indonesia and Sri Lanka, the 2005 earthquake and the 2007 �oods in Pakistan, the 2006
�oods in Somalia or the 2008 cyclone in Myanmar.
Partly due to disputes on terminology and, for the most part, to disagreement on the

expected magnitude of climate change, the range of the estimates in terms of numbers of
individuals a¤ected by climate change is quite vast. Elverland (2009) calculated that 20
million people were displaced because of climate-related events in 2008 alone. His count
included 6.5 million from �oods in India, 2 million from a storm in the Philippines and 2
million from a storm in the US. Clearly, these are not the types of displacements (mostly
internal and temporary in nature) for which a market for tradable refugee quotas would
be an adequate tool. Long-run climate change refugees estimates vary wildly, from twenty
million to one billion by 2050. The most widely cited number is Myers� (2005) estimate
of 200 million, out of which one million would come from disappearing island states. At
least for these one million people, the mechanism proposed here would seem to be entirely
appropriate.

3.3 A market for tradable refugees quotas

Suppose an international agency (say, the UNHCR) determines that M refugees must be
resettled and N countries agree to become resettlement countries and are assigned a quota of
refugees based on some agreed upon rule. Assume also that all refugees are already outside of
their home country (e.g., in refugee camps) and a market as described above operates among
the N possible destination countries. Then the problem is exactly analogous to assigning
houses to tenants with existing rights (Abdulkadiroglu and Sonmez, 1999). Since the refugees
must always be given the possibility of staying in their country of �rst asylum (i.e., no
individual can be forced into an undesired destination), the right of the refugee to stay in
their original location can be considered as their current �house�(see appendix B).
To explain how the proposal could be implemented, we �rst describe the current reset-

tlement system, which already involves multilateral discussions. Around the month of June
of each year, global resettlement policy and quotas are discussed in Geneva during the An-
nual Tripartite Consultations. This is a series of meetings that includes the countries taking
resettlement quotas, the European Commission, non-governmental organizations involved
in resettlement activities and the International Organization for Migration. It is around
these Annual Tripartite Consultations that the market could be set in motion. Resettlement
countries and UNHCR would agree on resettlement quotas for the year ahead in exactly the
same way that they do now but this time allowing for the possibility of opening a market to
trade these quotas at a future date. The possibility of future trades would allow countries

18Contrary to the UNHCR, individual countries already recognize extreme events by which they host
individuals that do not satisfy the conditions of refugee status. See our discussion of the US temporary
protected status in Section 1.2 above.
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to establish higher initial resettlement quotas than they would if these were �xed.
One important question regards the initial distribution of quotas among participating

countries. The ideal solution would be to set a global resettlement quota and then distribute
it through some burden sharing rule. Hatton and Williamson (2004) propose (for the Eu-
ropean Union) contributions to the European Refugee Fund in proportion to the countries�
GDP and resettlement quotas in proportion to the countries�population. Once the total
number M and the initial distribution of quotas fmi0gNi=1 are agreed upon among the N
participating resettlement countries, the subset of refugees that will actually be resettled
has to be decided. This is critical since the number of refugees that countries are likely to
agree upon for resettlement is notably lower than the total number of refugees. UNHCR
should be the appropriate agent to select the group of refugees to be resettled, possibly with
the help of NGOs. Finally, to make sure that the market is competitive, we follow Casella
(1999) in proposing a computerized continuous double auction to organize trades. This de-
parts notably from the original idea of Schuck (1997) and Hathaway and Neve (1997) who
proposed bilateral negotiation processes in which the relative strength of the parties was
likely to play a more decisive role.

4 Extending the US Diversity Lottery Visa

In this section we take inspiration of an existing immigration program, namely, the US
diversity lottery visa (or green card lottery) to illustrate the possible workings of a TIQs
system.

4.1 Background: the US Green Card Lottery

Each year, 50,000 immigration visas are made available through a lottery to people who come
from countries with low rates of immigration (less than 50,000 immigrants in the previous
�ve years) to the US.19 These visas are termed Diversity Visas and the lottery is known as
the Green Card Lottery Program. Individuals from non-excluded countries are eligible if
they have at least �a high school education or its equivalent or have, within the past �ve
years, two years of work experience in an occupation requiring at least two years�training
or experience�. Someone receiving a visa through the Diversity Visa Lottery Program will
be authorized to live and work permanently in the United States and will also be allowed to
bring the dependents listed on his/her application.
For example, the application process for the 2010 Diversity Lottery program took place

between October and November 2008. The only excluded countries were: Brazil, Canada,
China (mainland-born, excluding Hong Kong S.A.R., and Taiwan), Colombia, Dominican
Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, India, Jamaica, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru,

19The Nicaraguan and Central American Relief Act (NACARA) passed by Congress in November 1997
stipulated that up to 5,000 of the 55,000 annually-allocated diversity visas should be made available for use
under the NACARA program. The reduction of the limit of available visas to 50,000 began in 2000.
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the Philippines, Poland, South Korea, the United Kingdom (except Northern Ireland) and
its dependent territories, and Vietnam. There were a total of 13,6 million applications that
entered the lottery, out of which the Department of State randomly selected 102,800: a
0.76 percent average probability of winning the lottery, although the actual probabilities
di¤er by country, favoring natives of small-size countries. Nigeria was the country with the
highest number of registered applicants (lottery winners) with 6,006, closely followed by
Bangladesh (6,001) and Ethiopia (5,200). The �nal 50,000 visas will come out of these since
many applicants will not complete the visa process. Applicants are not provided any type
of assistance such as airfare, housing assistance, or subsidies. If selected, they are required
to provide evidence that they will not become a public charge in the United States before
being issued a visa.

4.2 An OECD Poverty Reduction Visa?

It is conceivable to extend the US Diversity Visa Program to other high-income receiving
countries and to target potential migrants according to the expected contribution of their
immigration to global poverty reduction. Under such an extension, each destination coun-
try would be assigned a number of visas (initial quotas) and be allowed to trade them in
a centralized market while eligible migration candidates (e.g., residents of poor countries
at environmental, political or economic risk) would be asked about their preferences over
potential destinations. Implementing such a program would require addressing a number
of issues with regards to screening,20 market regulation,21 de�nition of a fair distribution
of initial quotas, and participation of enough destination countries. The last two issues are
related in the sense that one can always set the initial allocation of quotas so that there will
only be winners. However, as already discussed, taking participation constraints into account
requires using information that countries have usually no incentive to reveal (see Appendix
A for a formal discussion). In the absence of such readily available information, we can only
note that countries do sign international agreements even if they lose on issues such as the
environment, refugee protection, or ban of whales hunting when there is a clear sense that
an important international public good is provided (leading to strong international pressure
on individual countries to sign) and there is a perception that contributions are shared fairly.
We believe these conditions apply to global poverty reduction, the �rst of the Millennium
Development Goals, but have otherwise little to say on this question beyond the general
principles recalled above and emphasized in the international law literature.22

We present a simple numerical simulation of the way an OECD Poverty Reduction Visa
could be implemented. To determine initial quotas, we assume participation of all the high-
income countries, set the total number of visas that the US would award at the current size

20In the case of the US Diversity Visa, the US Department of State screens applicants both for economic
and security reasons; in an OECD-extended framework, either a common screening procedure or a procedure
where each country has veto right on who to let in would have to be agreed upon.
21Here we again follow Casella (1999) in proposing a computerized continuous double auction to organize

trades.
22See for example Dai (2007), among many others.
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of the US Diversity Program (50,000) and assign quotas to the other countries so that they
are proportional to GDP. Since the US GDP represents 36 percent of the high-income OECD
countries in 2008, this implies setting the total number of visas to 140,140 (see Table 3 for
the distribution).
One of the main functions of the proposed mechanism is to help countries discover the

real shape of their country-speci�c cost functions: ci (mi) in our model, for which we have
to choose a speci�cation to perform the simulation. De la Croix and Docquier (2010), for

example, choose the function i
2

�
mi

ni

�2
,23 where ni is the number of natives in country i

and i is a country-speci�c parameter that can be interpreted as the degree of aversion to
immigration. They calibrate it to match the observed distribution of migration stocks across
rich countries. In our simulation, we arbitrarily choose the following speci�cation:24

ci (mi) =
i
2

m2
i

popi

De�ning popi as the total population of country i, this allows us to write marginal costs
as a linear function of the new migration share:

c0i (mi) = i
mi

popi

This simple marginal cost function implies that countries do not want to receive any
more migrants than they currently have. In other words, we here interpret mi as denoting
the new immigrants only while previously accepted immigrants are considered part of the
population.
We present two di¤erent simulations. In the �rst one, we assign to i the following

values from the 2003 ISSP National Identity Module (Facchini and Mayda, 2008): �share
of respondents who believe immigration should be reduced a lot.� We interpret this as
a proxy for anti-immigration attitudes. Since the numbers we are going to calculate are

23In De la Croix and Docquier (2010), countries maximize the following national utility function:

Ui = u (Ci) + �u (Co)�
i
2

�
mi

ni

�2
where Ci is the consumption level of country i inhabitants, Co is the consumption level of poor country

individuals (positively a¤ected by migration and � is a parameter that denotes altruism towards poor country
individuals when positive. Positive values of � are one possible way of formalizing the externality.
24In fact, the exact translation between De la Croix and Docquier�s (2010) model and ours would mean

that:

gi (M�i)� ci (mi) = u (Ci (mi)) + �u (Co (M�i))�
i
2

�
mi

ni

�2
Both functional forms are equally arbitrary but they serve the purpose of illustrating the mechanism.
Note that we do not �believe�in a particular speci�cation, the very purpose of the proposed mechanism

being precisely to reveal the �true� immigration cost function, and choose the above cost functions for
illustrative purposes only.
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just illustrative, we are not concerned about what the right measure of anti-immigration
sentiment should be. We take the �rst of the �ve answers so that it provides us with
su¢ cient variability to generate gains from trading.
The results can be observed in Table 3, column 3. The countries with relatively low GDP

and low anti-immigration sentiment would become quota buyers and receive a monetary
compensation in return: Spain, Canada, Japan, Portugal and Australia would all host at
least one thousand immigrants in excess of their initial quota. On the other side of the
market, Germany, the UK, France, the USA, the Netherlands and Norway would be willing
to sell more than one thousand of their assigned quotas, paying to avoid hosting more
immigrants. All in all, 16 percent of the total number of quotas would be traded, generating
an e¢ ciency gain of 17 percent of the total cost compared to the initial quota allocation.
In our second parameterization, we identify i with the inverse of the 1990-2000 net

migration �ows of non-tertiary educated individuals from low-income countries received by
country i ( taken from Docquier and Marfouk (2006) �see Table 1) to population in country i.
The intuition behind this measure is that the acceptance of immigrants during the 1990-2000
is a de facto measure of the degree of anti-immigration sentiment. The results of a market
for TIQs assuming our second measure of anti-immigration sentiment can also be read from
Table 3. This time, the main quota buyers would be the USA, the UK, Australia and Canada
with more than one thousand extra immigrants received in exchange for widely varying cost
reductions with respect to their original quotas (between 141 percent for Australia and 19
percent for the USA). The main sellers, those who pay for accepting less immigrants than
they are initially assigned, would be Japan, Germany, Italy and Spain in this order, all with
more than three thousand quotas sold. In summary, the cost reduction would be 57 percent
and the traded quotas would amount to 13 percent of the total.
Obviously, the two simulations yield very di¤erent results, reinforcing our view that

immigration cost functions can hardly be calibrated using real world data and can only be
exposed through a revelation mechanism such as a TIQs system.
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Table 3: Simulations of an OECD Poverty Reduction Visa with a market for
TIQs

Countries
Initial
quotas

Aversion 1:
ISSP
2003

Market
Quota
1

Cost
Reduc. 1
v. initial
quota

Aversion 2:
inv. �ows
90-00 over
total pop.

Market
Quota
2

Cost
Reduc. 2
v. initial
quota

Australia 3,602 16.8 4,681 9% 393 7,882 141%
Austria 1,467 32.7 934 13% 3318 363 57%
Belgium 1,789 26.0 1,510 2% 4714 328 67%
Canada 5,326 10.2 11,965 155% 600 8,024 26%
Denmark 1,211 25.9 779 13% 477 1,667 14%
Finland 967 15.8 1,231 7% 1198 641 11%
France 10,134 35.4 6,457 13% 1096 8,217 4%
Germany 12,948 44.3 6,799 23% 2598 4,569 42%
Greece 1,263 26.0 1,585 7% 84620 19 97%
Iceland 59 26.0 45 6% 420 109 72%
Ireland 949 27.7 587 15% 3221 199 63%
Italy 8,171 26.0 8,439 0% 2180 3,969 26%
Japan 17,423 20.2 23,242 11% 4983 3,705 62%
Luxembourg 191 26.0 69 41% 1861 38 64%
Netherlands 3,090 37.8 1,594 23% 1010 2,354 6%
N. Zealand 461 26.8 584 7% 955 646 16%
Norway 1,603 36.4 481 49% 522 1,321 3%
Portugal 864 19.1 2,041 186% 1077 1,425 42%
Spain 5,691 13.2 12,657 150% 2762 2,384 34%
Sweden 1,699 25.6 1,323 5% 540 2,466 20%
Switzerland 1,745 16.9 1,659 0% 1143 967 20%
UK 9,487 50.9 4,427 28% 519 17,119 65%
USA 50,000 23.7 47,050 0% 613 71,725 19%

Total 140,140 26.6 140,140 17% 2280.0 140,140 57%
Quotas
traded

16% 13%
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5 Conclusion

Providing international migration opportunities (visas) to low-skill immigrants from poor
countries contributes to global poverty alleviation, an international public good. The cur-
rent management of international migration, where each country sets its immigration policy
independently of the others, fails to internalize such externality and therefore results in a
global underprovision of immigration visas. We contend that a market for tradable immi-
gration quotas (TIQs) would go part of the way towards addressing the ine¢ ciencies of the
current system and allow for allocating a larger overall number of international migrants at
a lower total cost. Countries with high marginal costs for receiving additional immigrants
would compensate countries with low marginal costs to host them. In addition, the proposed
system would take into account migrants�preferences by using a matching mechanism to as-
sign migrants to their preferred destinations. The main advantage of a TIQs system over
alternative proposals to increase international migration �ows rests on its ability to elicit
information on the true country-speci�c costs of hosting additional migrants; once these are
revealed, a TIQs system also o¤ers a framework to realize the welfare gains arising from the
fact that certain countries have a (dynamic?) comparative advantage in hospitality.
Speci�cally, we considered two situations in which a system of tradable immigration

quotas would seem a natural extension of existing policies and, therefore, quite feasible: a
market for the resettlement of international refugees (especially in the case of long-term dis-
placements such as climate change refugees from small disappearing island-states); and the
creation of an OECD poverty reduction visa on the model of the US Diversity Visa program
but extended to other high-income destinations and targeting potential migrant popula-
tions according to the contribution of their immigration to global poverty alleviation. Both
applications allow for considerable experimentation and learning and are seen as possible
precursors to a larger implementation of a TIQs system.
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6 Appendix

6.1 Appendix A: Taking participation constraints into account.

The general formulation of the problem in which the countries participation constraints are
satis�ed is:

max
fmi0gNi=1
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since the solution to the market problem does not depend on the initial allocation of quotas.
From the �rst set of conditions, we have:
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This leaves us with a rule to allocate initial quotas satisfying:
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The countries bene�tting the most from the externality (higher gi
�
MM
�i
�
� gi

�
MNC
�i
�
)

should get higher initial quotas whereas those who deviate most from their individually
optimal migration level because of the market (higher ci

�
mM
i

�
� ci

�
mNC
i

�
) should get lower

initial quotas.
It must be the case that:
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The overall gain from the market must equate the overall cost of the market for a maxi-

mum utility level to be obtained.

6.2 Appendix B: Application of the top trading cycles mechanism
to refugees resettlement

The application of the top trading cycles mechanism to the refugee problem would work as
follows:

1. Each refugee ranks all potential destination countries, specifying those to which she
would not want to be resettled at all.

2. An ordering of refugees is randomly chosen from a given distribution of orderings.

3. For any given ranking of countries done by the refugees and ordering of refugees, the
outcome is obtained using the following algorithm:

(a) Assign the �rst refugee (from the ordering obtained in step 2) her top choice,
the second refugee her top choice among the remaining visas, and so on, until
someone requests a visa for which the quota (resulting from the market) is �lled.
It is as if the �rst refugee with a visa in that quota is requested to exchange her
visa2526.

(b) If at that point, the refugee whose visa is requested has already chosen before, then
go to the second refugee in that quota. If this one has also chosen, go to the third

25How can this situation take place? For example, suppose that there are 10 refugees to be resettled. 5 of
them stay in a refugee camp in country A and 5 in another refugee camp in country B. Suppose the market
assigns 3 refugees to A, 5 to B and 2 to a third country C. This information is summarized in:
Countries A B C
Initial situation 5 5 0
Market 3 5 2
Suppose the �rst refugee to choose is staying in country A and decides to request a visa for country B. It

is as if she has requested one of the visas that one of the refugees (the second in the ordering in step 2) is
already holding.
26Notice that when the country of �rst asylum is unique, the top trading cycles mechanism is equivalent

to the random serial dictatorship.
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and so on. If the quota is �lled with refugees who have already chosen before,
then do not disturb the procedure (there is no room for Pareto improvement).
Otherwise, modify the remainder of the ordering by inserting the refugee who did
not choose yet to the top of the line and go on with the procedure27.

(c) Similarly, insert any refugee who is not already served at the top of the line once
her visa (to stay in her �rst asylum country) is requested.

(d) If at any point a loop forms, it is formed exclusively by refugees with a visa each
of them requesting the visa of the refugee who is next in the loop (a loop is an
ordered list of refugees (j1; j2; :::; jk) where refugee j1 requests the visa of refugee
j2, refugee j2 requests the visa of refugee j3..., refugee jk requests the visa of
refugee j1). In such cases, remove all refugees in the loop by assigning them the
visas they request and continue the procedure.

A key ingredient of this mechanism is that a refugee whose visa is requested is upgraded
to the �rst place at the remaining of the line before her visa is allocated. As a result,
the top trading cycles mechanism is individually rational, as it assures every refugee a visa
that is at least as good as the possibility of staying in her �rst-asylum country. It is also
incentive compatible (no refugee has an incentive to misrepresent her preferences whatever
the strategies others use) and Pareto e¢ cient.
So far, this is a direct application of Abdulkadiroglu and Sonmez (1999) following directly

the exposition in Chen and Sonmez (2002) and substituting word by word house for visa and
refugee for tenant. The relevant point for the case of refugees studied here is the possibility
that the �nal allocation determined by the market might not be achieved. This can be seen
in the following example:

Example 1 Suppose the international community decides 3 refugees must be resettled. There
are three countries willing to host them: A, B and C. The country of �rst asylum is country A
for the �rst two refugees and country C for the last one. Suppose that the original distribution
of quotas is the following:

m0
A = 1; m0

B = 1; m0
C = 1

Now, the market opens, trade takes place and the following distribution of quotas is
attained:

mM
A = 0; mM

B = 2; mM
C = 1

There are 216 di¤erent refugee preference pro�les that will generate di¤erent outcomes
once the matching mechanism is applied. As an illustration, six of these preference pro�les

27Following the previous example, the �rst refugee in country B is now at the top of the list and can choose
before the previous one does so that there is a possibility that her position is freed if she chooses country A
or C.
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will be considered by �xing the preferences of the third refugee and assuming that the �rst
two refugees have identical preferences:

1 Preferences
First
Asylum

Final
Resettlement

Refugee 1 A � B � C A A
Refugee 2 A � B � C A A
Refugee 3 A � B � C C B

=)
m�
A = 2 > m

M
A

m�
B = 1 < m

M
B

m�
C = 0 < m

M
C

The ordering of the refugees is taken randomly, as suggested in the step 1 of the top
trading cycles mechanism. In this �rst example, refugees 1 and 2 prefer to stay in their
�rst asylum country A whereas 3 chooses to move to country B, where there are two visas
available.

2 Preferences
First
Asylum

Final
Resettlement

Refugee 1 A � C � B A A
Refugee 2 A � C � B A A
Refugee 3 A � B � C C B

=)
m�
A = 2 > m

M
A

m�
B = 1 < m

M
B

m�
C = 0 < m

M
C

This second case works the same way as the �rst one.

3 Preferences
First
Asylum

Final
Resettlement

Refugee 1 B � A � C A B
Refugee 2 B � A � C A B
Refugee 3 A � B � C C C

=)
m�
A = 0 = m

M
A

m�
B = 2 = m

M
B

m�
C = 1 = m

M
C

In this third preference pro�le, refugees 1 and 2 take the two visas that country B o¤ers
so that refugee 3 has to stay in country C. The market allocation is maintained under the
matching mechanism in this case.

4 Preferences
First
Asylum

Final
Resettlement

Refugee 1 B � C � A A B
Refugee 2 B � C � A A B
Refugee 3 A � B � C C C

=)
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M
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m�
B = 2 = m

M
B

m�
C = 1 = m

M
C

The fourth preference pro�le is also compatible with the market allocation.

5 Preferences
First
Asylum

Final
Resettlement

Refugee 1 C � A � B A C
Refugee 2 C � A � B A A
Refugee 3 A � B � C C B

=)
m�
A = 1 > m

M
A

m�
B = 1 < m

M
B

m�
C = 1 = m

M
C

In this case, refugee 1 demands the only visa available for country C. Since this visa
belongs to refugee 3, refugee 3 gets to choose �rst. Refugee 3 chooses one of the two visas
available for country B since there is no visa available for country A, her most preferred
one. Then, refugee 1 can choose and take the visa for country C that has become available.
Finally, refugee 2 can choose to go to country B, where there is still one visa available, or
to remain in country A, which is her selected option.
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6 Preferences
First
Asylum

Final
Resettlement

Refugee 1 C � B � A A C
Refugee 2 C � B � A A A
Refugee 3 A � B � C C B

=)
m�
A = 1 > m

M
A

m�
B = 1 < m

M
B

m�
C = 1 = m

M
C

The reasoning in this case is the same as in the previous one so that the market allocation
is not reached.

A more extreme example can be considered in which the matching mechanism distorts
the allocation initially established by the market. Suppose that the preferences of refugees
are such that, even though they would be willing to go to other countries (suppose ma

i =M
for all i = 1:::N), they prefer the neighboring country of �rst asylum (country n). As
long as M > mM

n , it is clear that the cost minimizing allocation suggested by the market
won�t be realized. As a result, we have to di¤erentiate the market allocation

�
mM
i

	N
i=1

from the realized allocation once the matching mechanism comes into place: fm�
i g
N
i=1. Both

allocations will be di¤erent whenever m�
n > mM

n , which implies that m
�
h < mM

h for some
h 6= n. Notice that it cannot be the case that the realized allocation implies taking more
refugees than those allocated for the market for any country who is not the �rst asylum
country, that is @i 6= n s:t: m�

i > m
M
i . This is the main di¤erence with the general

immigration case presented in the main text. Since the original refugee camps are included
as potential destinations, we allow for the possibility that the allocation of the matching
mechanism ends up assigning a larger number of refugees to a particular country (where a
refugee camp is located) than that resulting from the market.
In such cases, it is clear that costs are not minimized for countries n and h. However,

the relevant comparison is not with the market unfeasible (in that case) solution but with
an alternative system or lack of system like the one that is prevalent nowadays by which
most of the refugees stay in the �rst-asylum country in very poor conditions without this
country being compensated (at least it would be compensated under the market system by
the refugees in excess of its market quota times the market price). Also, it can be said that
country h is punished with a higher cost for not being a desirable enough destination for
refugees. In this sense, the initial distribution of quotas (fmi0gNi=1) is crucial to avoid that
low capacity countries are forced to pay an excessive price for participating in the system.
If the matching mechanism is taken into account, the problem that a central authority

would need to solve in order to minimize the total costs of resettlingM refugees inN di¤erent
countries is the following:

min
fmigNi=1

NX
i=1

ci (m
�
i )

s:t:

NX
i=1

m�
i � M

m�
i = Fi (m1;m2; :::;mN) 8i = 1:::N
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Notice the di¤erence with the general market for immigration quotas. Since the original
refugee camps are included in the mechanism, the �rst constraint is

PN
i=1m

�
i � M rather

than
PN

i=1mi �M .
The solution to the total minimum cost problem above can be obtained from the following

�rst order conditions:

NX
j=1

@Fj
@mi

�
c0j
�
m�
j

�
� �
�
= 0 8i = 1:::N

where �, as before, is the multiplier associated with the �rst constraint.

In the case of the market, the problem a representative country i would face is exactly
the same as in the previous section:

min
mi

ci (m
�
i )� p (m�

i �mi0)

s:t: m�
i = Fi (m1;m2; :::;mN)

The �rst order condition, as before, is:

@Fi
@mi

(c0i (m
�
i )� p) = 0

It is clear that at least one of the competitive solutions (c0i (m
�
i ) = p) would replicate the

total minimum cost solution.
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